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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Deepening low pressure over the Plains will increase winds over the Gulf today, with speeds reaching strong levels in most areas.  This will 
increase seas, with significant wave heights expected to exceed 7 feet in parts of the western Gulf, with 7-11 foot seas forecast in parts of 
the central and north central Gulf from today into Monday. Conditions should ease from the west Monday as the low moves east and a 
weak cold front moves out over the Gulf. This will veer winds to a SW direction as it approaches and then to a N-NE direction in locations 
that it passes.  Wind and seas will decrease with the advent of the front. The front will stall Monday, extending from NW Florida 
southwestward into NE Mexico. This means that locations east of the front may continue to experience strong winds and rough seas into 
Tuesday. Showers and thunderstorms, some heavy, are possible along and ahead of the front mainly across the northern Gulf. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The front is expected to stall Monday, extending from NW Florida southwestward. High pressure will be building in the Plains in the wake 
of the low, however, and it will start to move out over the Gulf later on Monday. This will usher in another round of fresh to strong N-NE 
winds as the high moves slowly into Texas and then across the southern states Tuesday and Wednesday.  This will bring rough seas back to 
many locations mainly Wednesday into Thursday. Conditions will start to ease as the high moves on eastward, with winds veering Friday 
into Saturday and decreasing. By later on Saturday, winds should be moderate to fresh and out of the E-SE in most areas, along with slight 
to moderate seas. Showers and thunderstorms, some heavy, are possible along and ahead of the front. Tuesday into Thursday, as the 
strong high presses the front a bit further southward, strong showers and thunderstorms are likely from western Florida southwestward. 
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